
TAX CASES IN DILI COURT:

Errors Made by Public Prosecutor
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Head Office Expense Cases [1]
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• Under the law, the taxpayer with the permanent establishment 
may deduct the administrative costs of its head office in the 
foreign country from its income generated in Timor-Leste subject 
to certain limitations.

• In six cases (“Head Office Expense Cases”), the Tax 
Commissioner issued assessments against the taxpayer denying 
its deductions of head office expenses for failing for follow the 
legal requirements to take those deductions.

• The taxpayer challenged these assessments in court (by filing a 
Petição Inicial) arguing that the Tax Commissioner erred because 
it alleged that

a. the costs were not head office administrative costs, but 
direct costs of the head office;

b. and that the Tax Commissioner misapplied the law.



PP Error – Filing Incorrect Contestações (Head Office 
Expense Cases) [2]

• In the Head Office Expense cases, however, the PP did not 
file Contestações responding to Plaintiff’s claims regarding 
the assessment denying its deductions for head office costs.

• Instead, the PP filed Contestações that it had filed in a 
different set of cases (“Phoenix/Firebird cases”) involving a 
different legal issue - denying deductions for exploration 
expenses of the Phoenix/Firebird prospect, which was 
contrary to an agreement not to deduct such expenses.

• In fact, even though the Head Office Expense cases and the 
Phoenix/Firebird cases involved different facts, and different 
legal issues, the Contestações filed in the Head Office 
Expense cases were identical to the Contestações that the 
PP filed in the Phoenix/Firebird cases.



PP Error – Filing Incorrect Contestações (Head Office 
Expense Cases) [3]
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PP Error – Failing to or Improperly Filing Supporting 
Documentation (Head Office Expense Cases) [4]

• In addition to filing incorrect Contestações in the 
Head Office Expense cases, the PP filed 
supporting documentation/evidence in only one of 
the six cases, but it was 414 pages of documents, 
mostly irrelevant and duplicative, without any 
explanation to the court of what the documents were 
or how they were relevant to the case.

• The court thus had to ask the State to explain which 
documents were relevant, and did not read them 
prior to preparing the Despacho Saneador.



PP Error – Failing to or Improperly Filing Supporting 
Documentation (Head Office Expense Cases) [5]



PP Error – Failing to or Improperly Filing Supporting 
Documentation (Head Office Expense Cases) [6]

• The result is that none of the State’s facts were included in 
the Despacho Saneador and so the facts deemed 
undisputed by the court and the questions deemed in 
dispute to be proven at trial were selected based solely on 
the facts and legal arguments in Plaintiff’s Petição Incial and 
without input from the State.

• When the State tried to correct the facts in the response to 
the Despacho Saneador, the court denied the request on 
the basis that the State had not included the facts in the 
Contestações and that it did not have the State’s referenced 
documents prior to issuing the Despacho Saneador.



PP Error – Failing to or Improperly Filing Supporting 
Documentation (Head Office Expense Cases) [6]



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações
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• The Contestações filed by the PP in other cases, while 
addressing the correct legal issues, contained so few facts 
(and often no facts) and relevant legal argument as to the 
substantive basis of the assessments at issue, that they 
were not always much better. 



Phoenix/Firebird Cases – Assessment [1]

• For example, in the Phoenix/Firebird Cases- the four cases 
relating to the denial of the Phoenix/Firebird cases - the Tax 
Commissioner denied the Bayu-Undan taxpayers’ 
deductions of expenses related to the exploration expenses 
of the Phoenix prospect, which was an area outside of the 
Bayu-Undan contractual area.



Phoenix Prospect – Outside Bayu-Undan

Source: Ex. CL-25 
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Phoenix/Firebird Cases – Assessment [2]
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• The denial was based on the State’s understanding that 
the Bayu-Undan Contractors could explore the Phoenix 
prospect, which was outside the Bayu-Undan contract 
area, at their own risk – meaning that such costs could 
only be deducted from income from the Phoenix 
prospect and not from the income from Bayu-Undan.

• The State’s understanding was based on letters from 
the DA and from then Prime Minister Alkatiri to the 
Bayu-Undan Operator.



Prime Minister Alkatiri Letter to Einar Risa -
28 January 2005

Source: C-38, pg. 2



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in 
the Contestações (Phoenix/Firebird Cases) [3]
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• In the Contestações filed in these cases, however, the PP 
did not explain the State’s factual position.

• The PP’s “facts” were limited to three paragraphs.  None of 
which explain the basis for the State’s understanding that 
the Plaintiff had agreed not to take a tax deduction in 
exchange for exploring the Phoenix prospect.

• Rather, they were limited to saying that a few of the 
Plaintiff’s facts were wrong.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in 
the Contestações (Phoenix/Firebird Cases) [4]
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PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in 
the Contestações (Phoenix/Firebird Cases) [5]

• Nor did the PP explain the legal basis for the denial of the 
deduction.  Rather he only referenced a set of articles in 
various laws that were mostly irrelevant to the legal basis of 
the assessment without any explanation as to how they 
were relevant.

• The PP also failed to mention the Taxation of Bayu-Undan 
Contractors Act (Law 3/2003) that is the most relevant law 
here.

• Instead the bulk of the PP’s Statement of Defense focused 
on generic arguments that apply in all of the cases such as 
the Commissioner’s powers to audit and assess.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in 
the Contestações (Phoenix/Firebird Cases) [6]



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in 
the Contestações (Phoenix/Firebird Cases) [7]
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• Thus, the PP failed to 

• sufficiently contest incorrect facts in the Plaintiff’s PI, 

• provide the State’s allegations of the correct facts, and 

• provide the State’s legal basis for issuing the assessment. 
(Article 369 of Code of Civil Procedure (CPC)

• As a result, the court has little to no guidance from the State 
as to what facts are important to decide the case, which 
facts the Plaintiff alleges that are incorrect, and what is the 
legal reason for upholding the assessment.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [1]

• Similarly, in the two Non-JPDA Business Expenses 
Cases, the Contestações contained no affirmative facts 
or legal arguments supporting the State’s position on 
the assessment.  Nothing to explain to the court the 
basis of the State issuing the assessment.



Non-JPDA Business Expenses - Assessment [2]
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• The Non-JPDA Business Expenses cases involved two 
assessments in which the Plaintiff was a Subcontractor providing 
residential ships for workers in the Bayu-Undan.  A year prior to 
the end of Plaintiff’s contract with […], Plaintiff decided to move 
its ship to another country to fulfill a contract in that country and 

replace it with a ship that it leased from another company.

• To obtain […]’ consent to replace the existing ship with 
another, Plaintiff paid […] a fee and generated other costs 
relating to the move.  Plaintiff then deducted this payment 
and other costs on its taxes, which it argued in its PI was a 
cost attributable to its generating income in the JPDA (and 
therefore Timor-Leste).



Non-JPDA Business Expenses - Assessment [3]
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• The Tax Commissioner denied this deduction on the basis 
that it moved the ship to generate income in the country to 
which it moved the ship and thus, the cost to secure […] 
agreement was attributable to the income generated in the 
other country and not a cost necessary to obtain the JPDA 
income.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [4]

• The only factual statements made in the Contestações did 
not explain these facts.  

• Rather, the only factual statements in the Contestações

claimed to reject Plaintiff’s claim that it did not have a 
permanent establishment in the JPDA by stating that Plaintiff 
itself stated that it had a permanent establishment in the 
JPDA.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [5]
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PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [6]

• The Plaintiff never claimed that it did not have a permanent 
establishment in the JPDA, however, so it is unclear what 
fact the PP was rejecting.  

• Rather, the Plaintiff argued that the denied costs were a part 
of maintaining its permanent establishment in the JPDA and 
were, therefore, deductible.  

• But, the Plaintiff argued, if the costs of maintaining the ship 
in the JPDA are denied, then the State cannot say that 
Plaintiff has a permanent establishment in the JPDA.

• Thus, the PP’s limited facts, insufficient to explain the 
State’s position, do not even rebut Plaintiff’s argument.



PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [7]
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PP Errors – Insufficient Facts and Legal Arguments in the 
Contestações (Non-JPDA Business Expenses Cases) [7]
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• Thus, the PP failed to 

• specifically contest incorrect facts in the Plaintiff’s PI, 

• provide the State’s allegations of the correct facts, and 

• provide the State’s legal basis for issuing the assessment. 
(Article 369 of Code of Civil Procedure (CPC)

• As a result, the court has little to no guidance from the State 
as to what facts are important to decide the case, which 
facts the Plaintiff alleges that are incorrect, and what is the 
legal reason for upholding the assessment.



PP Errors – In all of the cases

• In addition to these examples of errors made by the PP, the PP 
also incorrectly requested joinder of all of the outstanding tax 
cases regardless of 

- the fact that they had eight different parties and seven different 
legal issues; (contrary to Articles 230 and 30 of CPC)

- that requests for joinder are to be made in the first filed case. 
(contrary to Article 230 of CPC).

• This request indicates a lack of understanding of tax law in trying to 
consolidate all tax cases regardless of party and legal issue.

• Had it been done correctly, 28 cases brought by […] could – and 
should - have been consolidated into five cases.



PP Errors - Conclusion
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• In each case, these mistakes and failures demonstrate a 
fundamental lack of understanding and knowledge of the 
law and facts surrounding T-L’s most valuable commercial 
resource, and lead to judgments that are not based on the 
actual law and facts.


